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Summary
Visualization is an emerging discipline in its infancy. As such, it is based more on examples
and anecdotes that are often detached from scientific theory. As researchers and
practitioners address the increasing demands for visualization, they find the need to relate
the theory to human perception. This is becoming perhaps the major requirement for
producing effective,information-conveying visualizations.
This course introduces the foundations of perception as related to visualization, illustrates
their usage with examples and case studies, and thereby prepares researchers and
practitioners to develop perception-based visualizations and thus to improve their
effectiveness. Engineers and scientists taking the class will learn how to create, build, and
critique visualizations that take advantage of, and thus enhance, users' perception of the
data.
Course Objectives
1. To teach visualization researchers and practitioners the basics of visual perception.
2. To tie this general perception understanding to the task of developing more effective
visualizations.
Prerequisites
Basic understanding of computer graphics and imaging concepts.

Who Should Attend?

Visualization researchers, scienti sts , englne ers, visualization systems developers, and
will learn the mecharrisms of human perception and how they can rmprove visualizations.
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Dr. Levkowitz is Co-Editor of the_ forth-coming Springer-Verlag volume ,'perceptual Iss.
Visualization" and Author of the book "Color Theory -and-Modeling fo" eo*poter Graphiis, Vi.""fi
and_Multimedia Applications," scheduled to be putlished by Khiwer ecaalmic pubiistrer at the
1995.
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Penny Rheingans is a visualization specialist for Martin Marietta at the US Environmental Protection
Agency Scientific Visualization Center. She is actively involved in developing visualization tools and
techniques for the more effective display of environmental data to scientists, policy-makers, and citizens.
She has developed systems for the dynamic design and manipulation of color mappings for bivariate data,
the design of opacity-modulating textures for molecular surfaces, and the display of high-dimensional
statistical data. Her current research interests include multivariate visualization, dynamic manipulation,
the design of effective color mappings, perceptual issues in visualization, the application of texture mapping
to data visualization, and the experimental validation of visualization techniques. Dr. Rheingans received
a B A in Computer Science from Harvard University in 1985 and a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill in 1993.
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Contents
1. Introduction (Levkowitz; 8:30 - 9:00 AM)
2. Vision, Perception, and Color (Levkowitz; 9:00 - 10:00 and 10:30 - 11:15 AM.)
3. Visual Attributes (Eick; 11:15 - 12:00 A.M.)
4. Motion, Interaction, Animation, and 3D (Rheingans; 1:30 - 2:15 P.M.)
5. Case Studies/Applications (Eick; 2:15 - 3:00 P.M.)
6. Evaluation and Verification (Rheingans; 3:30 - 4:15 P.M.)
7. Conclusions and Summary (Team; 4:15 - 5:00 P.M.)
8. Bibliography
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